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SHS Products introduce Key-Link Railing and Infinity Railing systems that 

promise ‘million-pound views’ 

SHS Products is proud to announce that the company has increased its range of products and is now 

able to offer Key-Link railings and Infinity topless railing systems to its services to clients. 

The Infinity topless railing system is as safe as it is stylish, promising million-pound views thanks to 

the unique way the design eliminates upper and lower rails. The end result is a strong, stylish, and 

versatile railing system that has enhanced projects across the UK via specifiers everywhere. 

Key-Link aluminium railings are just as attractive and durable in equal measure. Weather-resistant, 

thanks to their powder-coated finish, Key-Link railings are maintenance-free, adding sophistication 

and style to decking projects requiring a balustrade. 

Both products are provided exclusively in the UK by SHS Products, which has previously 

collaborated on projects with Marks & Spencer, Selfridges, West Bromwich Albion Football Club, 

and other national clients. 

“We’re delighted to be creating and providing the UK with some of the most attractive aluminium 

railing systems on the market that don’t sacrifice style for safety.” comments an SHS Products 

spokesperson. 

“Having such stylish products as part of our service allows us to work with all manner of creative 

companies and individuals that are looking for proven safety railings and solutions that seamlessly fit 

into the overall theme of their projects.” 

The two additions to SHS Products’ portfolio complement the West Midland firm’s already 

comprehensive range of railing solutions which includes glass balustrade systems, frameless glass 

balustrades, wire rope infill systems, stainless steel balustrades, and more. 

SHS Products is also able to manufacture bespoke railing systems for clients to give them the perfect 

safety solution for their projects, as well as provide them with components and complete systems.    

-Ends- 

For more information please contact Mark Busby on 01922 743842 or email 

mark@shsproducts.co.uk  

Notes to editors: 

About SHS Products: 

West Midlands-based SHS Products is a UK company with over 25 years' experience designing, 

manufacturing and installing stainless steel and glass balustrade solutions for both homes and 

businesses. 

mailto:mark@shsproducts.co.uk


SHS Products have supplied railings and glass balustrades to Marks & Spencer, The National History 

Museum, Audi, Selfridges, Bet 365, West Bromwich Albion Football Club and many more national 

clients.  
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